Detransition, Baby
by Torrey Peters (she/her) - PETERS
A trans woman, her detransitioned ex and his cisgender lover build an unconventional family together in the wake of heartbreak and an unplanned pregnancy, in a book by the author of the novella, Infect Your Friends and Loved Ones.

Honey Girl
by Morgan Rogers (she/her) - ROGERS
After completing her Ph.D. in astronomy, a young, straightlaced, Type A personality black woman goes on a girls’ weekend to Vegas to celebrate and gets drunkenly married to a woman whose name she doesn’t even know.

The Town of Babylon
by Alejandro Varela (he/him) - VARELA
Returning to his hometown to care for his ailing father, Andres, a gay Latinx professor, decides to attend his 20-year high school reunion where he encounters the long-lost characters of his youth and must confront these relationships to better understand his own life.

Siren Queen
by Nghi Vo (she/her) - SF VO
Luli Wei is beautiful, talented, and desperate to be a star. Coming of age in pre-Code Hollywood, she knows how dangerous the movie business is and how limited the roles are for a Chinese American girl. The studios want to own everything from her face to her name to the women she loves, and they run on a system of bargains made in blood and ancient magic, powered by the endless sacrifice of unlucky starlets like her.
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Light from Uncommon Stars  
by Ryka Aoki (she/her) - SF AOKI  
To reclaim her damned soul, a gifted, but cursed violinist must take on seven students and try to entice each to trade their soul for fame while a starship captain races to stop the end of existence.

Everyone in this Room Will Someday Be Dead  
by Emily R. Austin (she/her) - AUSTIN  
An atheist lesbian obsessed with death accidentally accepts a job at a local Catholic church and maintains an email correspondence with her predecessor’s friend, who doesn’t know the former receptionist has passed. 100,000 first printing.

Delilah Green Doesn’t Care  
by Ashley Herring Blake (she/her) - BLAKE  
Pressured into photographing her estranged step-sister’s wedding, Delilah Green reluctantly returns home to Bright Falls where she finds herself falling for one of the stuck-up bridesmaids after the pair are forced together during party preparations.

Milk Fed  
by Melissa Broder (she/her) - BRODER  
Transitioning from her Jewish faith to dieting to maintain an illusion of existential control, Rachel bonds with an Orthodox woman at a frozen yogurt shop before embarking on a journey of food, desire and spiritual fulfillment.

You Made a Fool of Death with Your Beauty  
by Akwaeke Emezi (they/them) - EMEZI  
Feyi Adekola wants to learn how to be alive again. It’s been five years since the accident that killed the love of her life and she’s almost a new person now. Feyi isn’t ready for anything serious, but a steamy encounter at a rooftop party cascades into a whirlwind summer she could have never imagined: a luxury trip to a tropical island, decadent meals in the glamorous home of a celebrity chef, and a major curator who wants to launch her art career.

I’m So (Not) Over You  
by Kosoko Jackson (he/him) - JACKSON  
Pretending to still be his ex’s current boyfriend in front of his parents, Kian reluctantly winds up being Hudson’s plus-one at a splashy Georgia wedding and the pair find themselves in need of hashing out their true feelings. Original.

Love & Other Disasters  
by Anita Kelly (they/them) - KELLY  
While competing on a popular cooking show, Dahlia Woodson stirs up trouble when she gets involved with nonbinary contestant London Parker, and as their relationship heats up both in and out of the kitchen, she wonders if they have the right ingredients for a happily ever after.

Yerba Buena  
by Nina LaCour (she/her) - LACOUR  
When much sought-after bartender Sara Foster meets Emilie Dubois at the Yerba Buena restaurant, their connection is instant, but the damage they both carry, and the choices they made, keep pulling them apart.

Future Feeling  
by Joss Lake (he/him) - SF LAKE  
After a real-life encounter with a fellow trans man and wildly popular social media influencer goes poorly, a disgruntled dog walker and former superfan enlists the help of his roommates to put a hex on him.

Winter’s Orbit  
by Everina Maxwell (she/they) - SF MAXWELL  
After being forced by his Emperor grandfather into a marriage of convenience to unite their planets, Prince Kiem discovers that his intended, Count Jainan, is a suspect in his late husband’s death despite it being ruled an accident.